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Pictura showcases a stunning range of art to collect and admire and encourages beginning to

advanced artists to put their own stamp of creativity on the artwork by coloring it in. Its unique

accordion foldout format makes it an attractive decorative piece that can be displayed and shared

with others. Some of the world's most famous and respected illustrators set the foundation of the

artwork by creating beautiful, original, and imaginative scenes. It is up to the individual to color in

these spectacular settings, enhancing the scenes and adding their own personal touch. Coloring A

Stroll In London features the unique illustrations of talented artist Thomas Flintham, whose

endearing caricatures of London transport artists of all ages to the heart of this modern urban

metropolis. On the flip side of the panel, artists can learn fun facts about the featured landmarks and

how to draw popular destinations such as Buckingham Palace, the Tower of London, Westminster

Abbey, Big Ben, and many more. With so many details packed into an 8-panel display, Coloring A

Stroll In London invites artists to explore a dynamic, historic city from a charming and delightful new

perspective.
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Thomas Flintham studied Fine Art at De Montfort University in Leicester, and in 2009 he graduated

with a Masters degree in Illustration from the Camberwell College of the Arts in London. His artwork

is influenced by an assortment of books and films, as well as his love of comics and video games.



He currently lives in London, specializing in children's illustration and working with such publishers

as Scholastic UK, Templar, Bloomsbury, and Simon & Schuster.

This may only be 8 pages but it is 8 VERY detailed pages. Lots to color! It has provided me with

hours and hours of fun and I am still 3 pages away from finishing. Highly recommend. Each page is

one-sided (there are games and things on the back but these are not part of the main picture. The

cardstock is very heavy and will likely resist bleed through. The entire thing will pull out like an

accordion so that you can display it as one long page. The first page is perforated for easy removal.

As mentioned the back has smaller individual pictures to color and a few activities, drawing,

searching the main picture for items etc....For me just the 8 page "poster" was worth the cost. I'm

sure I'll still be coloring in it for some time yet.

I am slowly working my way though this little book. The pictures are detailed and quirky. Is great fun

to do, and because the pictures contain the unexpected, you can let your artistic imagination go wild

with the colours you use.

Bought this as a present. Loved it so much, have ordered the companion adult coloring book about

Paris! It's not actually a "book", it's a cool foldout of eight pages which makes a great poster if you

wish to keep it. Similar to a map, so you can appreciate how large this city is! Hours of fun coloring

in this "book", and learning about London. Think I'll order one of each for myself!

Fun, crazy stroll through my favorite city ! Different from all the other coloring books on the market.

Have a go !

Drawings of citiscapes were good but the people were caractured which i was not wanting. Prime

service good as always.

Lots of detail you'll tiny markers for parts of this one. Looking forward to keeping busy with it! Love

of the different sites it shows of one of my favorite towns, London.

Coloring has made a big comeback, especially for adults--Nice picture selections of London--Good

price--



LOVE these coloring pages/page. It is expandable. Very fun
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